BABY'S BED AND ROOM
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his hour on mother's bed. Yes, and then diapers can be used
for towels and to put under baby's chin when he gets his orange
juice.
Baby will need no pillow, much as we would like to have one,
because it looks cute. A very flat pillow may, of course, be made,
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just for appearance, and with its
little white case will look very
important, while, in reality, it
amounts to little as far as depth
or thickness is concerned. A little
later when he begins to sit up, he
will need a pillow or two maybe.
Finally two or three fleecy blan-
kets; and we may be sure that
baby will be as "snug as a bug in
a rug," when he at last takes his
important place in this little nest
so carefully prepared for him.
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VKNTTLATTON
A .small board t«ut to lint* ritfht length
ami set under raised lower wash i.s a
koch! method i»f obtaining t'rosh air
without direct draft.
Furnishings and Supplies.
The placing of the bed in the room
is important. There should be
plenty of air, but baby must be
protected from drafts, and the
light from the windows must not
shine in his eyes. The room itself
should be as free from superfluous
furniture as possible, whether
baby is so fortunate as to have a
room to himself or whether he will have to share with some
one else- It will be much better for both mother and baby if he
doesn't have to sleep in mother's room at night. If he is far
enough from her so she doesn't hear every little move or fuss-
ing, things will much sooner adjust themselves so that both will
sleep the night through. An overanxious mother, by her solici-
tude every time baby shows any indication of waking in the
night, will do much to train him to expect little attentions at
night that often are unnecessary. By the quiet darkness of the
night he will soon be trained to sleep the night through if he
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